
AGM 2014 CONSULTATION 

Architecture and Conservation 

• Broomhill Local History Group – building dates, architecture 

• Hallam Tower site – ideal location for a Park and Ride 

• Concern about protection of buildings and conservation area not being strong 
enough 

• Timeline of development of built form 

• A lot ‘to preserve’, much of quality 

• Don’t want it ‘overly uniform’, but consistency in some areas important 

• Problem of lax enforcement of current policies regarding conservation area 

• New development needs to be sympathetic to character 

• BBEST areas that are not in a conservation area still need protection and guidelines 
for development to maintain the overall character, density, scale, and quality 

• There is sometimes a lack of understanding of the importance of conservation by 
new residents. There is a need to promote the importance of the existing character 
in the conservation area and to make people aware of that. 

• Raise awareness of obligations for people buying in conservation area. Ex: doors- 
style and colours 

• Design guide could be issued to homeowners 

• List of recommended contractors and suppliers would be welcomed 

• How to retrospectively improve damaged buildings? 

• Shop fronts a real issue in Retail district – should feel more friendly in evening / 
night 

• Few people born in Broomhill are still living in Broomhill 

• Tree protection is a real issue.  Horse-chestnut disease. Replanting needs to happen 
now to keep the green quality for years to come. 

• Potential to work with the University to increase tree planting 

• Review impact of trees on public realm – mixture of species and colours and sizes 

• The ‘Mount’ is attractive, but it is not very visible from the road – obscured by car 
park and high stone walls 

• Favourite vistas = top of the car park at the Mount.  Could this be used by the public 
on weekends? Currently rented to NHS 

• Car park above the retail arcade is not well used. Different supplier …? 

• Local character is threatened. 

• Key buildings are hidden (e.g. The Mount). It has inappropriate exteriors, which are 
not good for maintaining local character. 

• Some important features are being lost (e.g. Doors, fronts and gardens)  

• Key views and vistas should be protected when thinking about development 



 

 

Green Spaces 

• Harcourt Hole valued as it is wild, but some dangers with rubble and fly tipping.  
Apply for nature reserve? 

• Important not to over cultivate so wildlife can’t use it. Avoid monocultures like golf 
courses. 

• Badgers have been spotted in the area 

• Student areas very congested – causes traffic and safety problems 

• Mapping wildflie corridors may be mis-represented, if not accounting for back 
gardens. 

• Value in green spaces for wildlife not just for people to use 

• Green space / wildlife separated by busy streets (traffic and pedestrians) – How to 
provide connections? 

• Too many rats near the lake in Crookes Valley Park 

• Broader concern that the university is cramming too many people into a restricted 
space. Is the University looking to develop other areas? 

• Private green spaces not really publicly available. 

• Residents also use green space outside of area. 

• Westbourne Back Lane (noted on map) – Bonfire and back lane party as community 
resource.  Not necessarily green.  Bulbs planted from million bulb scheme.  1000 
crocuses planted 3 years ago as an informal community project. 

• My benefit of Sheffield is how green spaces are connected?  Important to be able to 
move easily between green spaces, ex: Weston to Crookes Valley Parks. 

• Important to have access to green spaces near home, or passing through to get to 
other locations. 

• The discussion participants appeared to discover many green spaces they didn't 
know existed  

• There are many green spaces, but few public ones.  

• Many green spaces and corridors have very unclear signs/expressions saying 
whether you can access them or not. There are many hidden green walks, which are 
not actually private. 

• There is a green ”secret” path wich looks private, which is a nice way to walk to the 
Botanical Garden. Very few people, only those who live along it, use it. 

• The green student areas: If they were more accessable, more people would use 
them. It seems private even if its not. 

• There is a large nice green area by a military building by Tapton Hall, which is not 
public. 



• It would improve the area to have more green corridors to link the green spaces 
together. The discussion participants often walk to Endcliffe Park and The Botanical 
Garden. 

• There are foxes, living in places like in the Harcourt hole. That is nice, and imprortant 
to keep. Some developers tend to overcultivate green spaces. Maybe parks 
shouldn't be overcultivated, so that nature has the ”freedom to live” within the 
area. But there are also some homeless people living there, which is seen as a 
problem. 

• The Victoria park behind the car park by Parkers Ln is abandoned because there 
used to be a playground which was removed to avoid disturbing noise for the 
neighbours. Since that it has been underused and suffered from a lack of purpose.  

• “no ball games” sign in Victoria park came about as result of residents not liking the 
noise from the children playing in the area, which used to have a small climbing 
frame and slide. It was felt that potentially the mood has changed now and the sign 
could be removed and reappropriated as a welcoming public space. 

• Wildlife corridors – link neighbourhoods up. 

 

 

Balanced & Sustainable Community 

• Accommodating mixed ages, incomes, cultures and ages through community 
facilities and housing. 

• Understanding the influence of the high percentage of student residents; the 
provision of accommodation and the impact on the private rental market; mapping 
occupancy of dwelling and the high number of residents per household within 
student properties. Future rent control measures and space standards needed. 

• Establishing criteria for new development sites and the impact on housing density 
and green spaces. Maintain the necessary critical mass of permanent residents in 
the area, particularly throughout the year. 

• Overall creating strong cohesive community. 

• Important to have appropriate space standards for different types of housing – 
elderly, student, young adult.  Should there be differences? Setting space standards 
to prevent over densification of the area and to improve living conditions would be 
welcomed. 

• On the western side of the BBEST area, there have been recent reductions in the 
number of HMOs, possibly due to the increase in purpose-built student housing in 
the city centre.  5 houses on Endcliffe Vale Road have gone from HMO to private 
ownership. 

• There is value for students to have choice in housing types, with some housing in 
neighbourhoods. 

• Benefits of high percentage of student residents = supports some retail offers, brings 
new people into the area, many people stay in the area, supporting the future of the 
area. 

• Downsides = lack of children in the area, seasonal fluctuations in population make it 
hard for small local shops to survive, lower percentage of permanent residents with 



long-term investment in the area, antisocial behavior and noise, lack of maintenance 
of properties. 

• Shortage of ‘downsize’ properties for empty nesters to remain in the area. Some 
splitting of larger properties could help to remedy this. Housing suitable for aging 
residents should be particularly targeted. 

• Density of the immediate area should influence where it is appropriate to allow 
splitting properties and flat conversions. 

• Rent controls – are they possible? What is the potential scope for introducing them? 

• Student rentals market rents too early in the year – before Christmas for the 
following September.  This is one reason that student and non-student rentals are 
completely separate. 

• Lack of entry level housing for sale 

• Standards should be set for development of housing 

• Low income (but possibly not income support, as this is seen to be already catered 
for in some parts of the area – more data needed), family and aging-in-place / 
elderly friendly housing is particularly desirable. 

 

Travel  

• Need for a pedestrian crossing (zebra) on Manchester Road, to get between bus 
stops on either side up near Ryegate road (traffic goes fast, needs slowing, can’t get 
across to bus stops) 

• 51 bus route is too long, buses bunch up, need shorter version 

• Bus stops in Retail area wrong, too short on Crookes road, buses back out into 
Fulwood road, and drivers stop there to catch up time, pollution problem 

• Buses need new engines, pollution free 

• School buses are worst of all, really terrible 

• Shared space in retail area is great idea 

• School routes need looking at for pavement issues 

• Creating continuous pavement down Whitham Road v good idea 

• Need cycle and people access through student village, and down to Bingham Park. 
Should make interesting for people to walk/cycle this, good for parents with little 
kids … 

• Need cycle routes to Uni from student village 

• There is concern about congestion and buggies to schools, especially with regards to 
overfilling pavement spaces. 

• Broomhill described as “England’s most beautiful suburb.” Should like to maintain 
this accolade. 

• Discussion of a more permanent bike route to the university and hospitals from 
western residential and student village areas. Suggest keeping the lock on the gate 
at the eastern edge of the student village to continue to keep students from using 
the route during the early hours of the morning. 



• Point raised that one way traffic systems can reduce air quality, and a study should 
be undertaken (by others) prior to any major suggestion of such. 

• Mood is generally favourable towards shared space systems, such as that used in 
Amsterdam. 

• Desire to see increased police presence in the area to control and ensure that tickets 
are regularly given where necessary to avoid congestion and illegal parking 
situations. 

• Would like to see the public route through the student village publicised and 
advertised more effectively with more signage. For example, could explore the 
production of a route to Bingham Park from the City Centre. 

• Large amounts of displeasure expressed towards the continued use of the old Green 
buses that have high levels of emission and reduce air quality in the area. Would like 
to propose that they are scrapped and replaced with buses of a more contemporary 
nature that would produce less air polution. 

• Large numbers of cars coming to the public schools and hospitals. Could this be 
reduced by a policy of shared lifts and more stringent traffic policies, for example 
wardens in the area at key choke times. 

• A lack of parking in the area is not dissuading car traffic from using the area. 

• The area could promote and encourage quick in-and-out routes to ease the major 
choke routes. 

• Walking buses were proposes as a method to ease traffic congestion at school times 
around the tight roads surrounding the private schools. 

• Would like to explore the possibility of using pedestrian paving surfaces across road 
crossings to slow traffic and communicate pedestrian preference. 

• There was concern that the 120 bus route was too long, extending too far east, 
creating an unreliable service. Preference would like to be given to promote bus use 
on the western side of the city. This could potentially aid in reducing the traffic load 
through Broomhill centre. 

• There is continued concern that due to the amount of traffic (and the old Green 
buses), the emissions in front of the shopping centre are too high. 

• Another bus concern is that the 52 bus stop near Costa is too short, and often 
results in buses “stacking up” and blocking traffic heading up into the Crookes area. 

• Would like measures to encourage streetside parking for residents to maintain 
current and historic atmosphere, though methods should be in place to dissuade 
shoppers and other parking in the same streetside areas. 

• Some negative feeling towards the university and gold route proposal – feel the 
university does not work well with local groups and even ignores them.  

 

 

Retail Centre 

• BANG Report – 10th Sept 2014. This is a useful document with comments from all 
the retailers in the area from various consultation meetings – (would be very useful 
to put on BBEST website for members to read) 



• There is a need for more independent shops and to support them. Want less fast 
food outlets, which are often around to make a quick turnover and do not last long 

• Not a balanced area – shops are predominantly focused towards the students – 
zoned purely as a retail area, not enough good quality food outlets 

• Parking schemes do not work and is always a cause for large concern: Residents in 
area can not always park close enough to do larger shops. Also constant queuing for 
parking in front of 60s/70s shopping centre, causing more traffic build up 

• Some residents even shop elsewhere because there isn’t enough parking – easier to 
get elsewhere and often a nicer experience  

• Discussed liking Sharrow Vale Road shops - see it as a good precedent with a better 
and more attractive range of shops – attracting a different crowd  

• They do not use the car park above the 60s/70s building out of principle. The owner 
(a man in Brighton) is often self interested, over charges and even charges when the 
ticket machines are broken. – Also the car park itself is poorly maintained and not 
user friendly 

• Would like to attract more upmarket shops and gear away from cheap food and 
booze stores. 

• August time the retail centre is like a ghost town, with a lot less shoppers due to the 
lack of students. Thus, they want to attract/encourage more/diverse crowds. 

• What if area wasn’t primarily retail land use but incorporated other facilities? 
Leisure/entertainment? 

• Pedestrianisation of the area, or pedestrianised at certain times – but what about 
traffic flows? 

• Willace building (mr moraly) – parking could be open  

• Make area more accessible to different people/groups - through design quide 

• Look further into roadways, public space, shared space/services 

• Design guide could show landlords/tenants potential return and persuade them to 
make changes 

• Crookes junction – new pedestrian crossing to be built, but it prioritises traffic over 
pedestrians 

• Shops past the Nottingham House pub are cut off – bottle neck effect 

• Potential to create shared space/one way system? 

• Traffic is the main problem for the retail. 

• Idea of a wider bus route, maybe a shuttle bus doing a loop around the local retail 
areas 

• More mature pallet 

• Design guide key for retail area - a guide which tenants and landlords can follow 

• Facelift – the wicker 

• Care for the empty shops in the area 



• Planting in various forms is favoured – small trees/shrubs in front of shopping 
arcade on the north side & hanging baskets across centre 

• Desire to alter balance of uses eg too many food & drink outlets and ‘cheap’ shops 

• Design Brief to improve look of shopping centre (particularly shops block on north 
side of A57 between Glossop Road and Crookes Road – Eurospar to Costa) 

• Tidy up’ pedestrian pavements & parking bays to north side of A57 (shops block on 
north side of A57 between Glossop Road and Crookes Road – Eurospar to Costa) 

• Encourage increase in independent shops rather than national chain stores 

• Facelift (aesthetic improvements) to shops facades (print-outs demonstrating 
potential improvements well received) 

• Shared space & pedestrianisation favoured provided alternative traffic access & 
parking 

• Better access for pedestrians & cycles supported but concerns about removal of 
parking 

• Free short stay parking (say 15-30 mins) favoured 

• Concern over management of roof top car park (too liberal with fines) 


